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Fast Response 



We Help You Fast And With Care 




















 





Huge Service Area 



Saving Lives Between Brisbane and Rainbow Beach 
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Smoke Alarms Sunshine Coast
 





 & Beyond
 
















Saving lives in homes from Brisbane to the Sunshine Coast & beyond through our unique testing and reporting methods. No one services and installs Smoke Alarms and Safety Switches like we do.
 
 









 
1300 856 263










OR
 








REQUEST A CALLBACK
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Smoke Alarm Services
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Smoke Alarm Installation & Upgrades
 





We ensure your home is fully compliant and as safe as possible for you and your family. Quick, hassle-free service to save you time.
 








Learn More
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Smoke Alarm Servicing
 





Our mission is to save lives in homes, and we value your family’s safety as much as you do, so we test your home as if it were our own.
 








Learn More
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Smoke Alarms For Property Managers
 





As a property manager, we make smoke alarms one less thing for you to worry about. Simple, easy, we manage it all for you.
 








Enquire Now













































Changes To The Law & How It Affects You
 





As of 2023, the new Australian Standard for smoke alarms, AS3786, will be implemented across the country. This new standard has been introduced to ensure that Australian homes are equipped with the latest technology and guidelines for fire safety. 
 
According to the new law, by 2027, smoke alarms in all dwellings must:
 
	be photoelectric (AS 3786-2014);
	be interconnected, so if one goes off they all go off;
	be no older than ten years;
	be installed on every level;
	be installed in every bedroom;
	be installed in hallways outside the bedrooms and if there is none, in the most likely path of escape.

 
Here at Glasshouse Home Safety, we are committed to providing the highest quality smoke alarm installation services, and we’re excited to explain the changes that have been introduced in the new standard.
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Glasshouse Home Safety Smoke Alarm Service Areas
 





Glass House Home Safety Smoke Alarms is a trusted and reliable business that specialises in the installation, maintenance, and testing of smoke alarms for residential properties. With their commitment to providing quality service, homeowners can trust that their homes are protected against the danger of fire.
 
We are proud to service:
 





	

 
Sunshine Coast

	

 
Hinterland

	

 
Brisbane North

	

 
Moreton Bay

	

 
Gympie

	

 
& Beyond
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Smoke Alarm
 Upgrades & Installations
 





Our team from Glasshouse Home Safety are experienced professionals when it comes to smoke alarm installations and smoke alarm repairs on the sunshine coast & beyond. We offer thorough smoke alarms inspections and use unique reporting methods to make sure your property complies with the current legislation and your smoke alarms are up to date. 
 
No matter if you are selling a home, doing a major renovation, a property manager, homeowner or investor, we take care of all smoke alarms on the Sunshine Coast.
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Smoke Alarm Servicing
 





We care about your safety and conduct smoke alarm inspections to make sure your family or tenants stay safe at all times. Our smoke alarm inspections are detailed and thorough, allowing us to report back to you the same day with the best solution for your situation. 
Whether your property requires an upgrade, or your smoke alarms aren’t working and need to get serviced, our smoke alarm services have got you covered. 
No matter your smoke alarm needs, don’t hesitate to get in touch with our friendly team today!
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Hassle Free Service 





















 





Best Value 





















 





Fastest Response 























What Makes Glasshouse Home Safety Unique?
 





We provide smoke alarm installations, as well as smoke alarm testing, and repairs on the Sunshine Coast & beyond, we are Qualified Electricians & QBCC Licenced smoke alarm specialists, not just button pressers. 
 
We’re a local family-owned business with full-time employees and no subcontractors. We hold the sanctity of human life of utmost importance. We trade in an honest & transparent way to achieve the best value & outcomes for our clients. 
 
We regard skills, training & intimate knowledge of the fire code as essential to providing real fire protection. We provide detailed smoke alarm inspections to be able to provide you with the service that you need. 
 
Stay safe and let us take care of your smoke alarms on the Sunshine Coast! Contact our friendly team today!
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Glasshouse Home Safety Is QBCC Licensed
 





If you’re a homeowner or property manager in South Brisbane to Sunshine Coast, you know how important it is to have properly functioning smoke alarms in your property. Not only is it required by law, but it could also potentially save lives in case of a fire emergency. However, did you know that it’s equally important to hire someone with a (Queensland Building and Construction Commission) QBCC license to install and maintain your smoke alarms?



We specialise in smoke alarm installations and maintenance. We understand the importance of having a QBCC licensed technician for your smoke alarm needs. 
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FAQs
 

























Why are smoke alarms important?


Smoke alarms are crucial for early detection of smoke or fire in your home. They provide an early warning that allows you and your family to evacuate quickly, potentially saving lives and minimising property damage.










How do smoke alarms work?


Smoke alarms are equipped with sensors that detect smoke particles in the air. When smoke particles are detected, the alarm emits a loud sound to alert occupants of potential danger.










How often should smoke alarms be replaced?


Smoke alarms should be replaced every 10 years, or sooner if they are not functioning properly or have been damaged. It’s important to refer to the manufacturer’s guidelines for the recommended lifespan of your specific smoke alarm model.










Are there different types of smoke alarms?


Yes, there are different types of smoke alarms available, including ionisation smoke alarms and photoelectric smoke alarms. Ionisation alarms are more responsive to fast-flaming fires, while photoelectric alarms are better at detecting smouldering fires. Combination alarms that utilise both technologies are also available for comprehensive protection.










Can smoke alarms be interconnected?


Yes, smoke alarms can be interconnected, meaning that if one alarm detects smoke, all interconnected alarms will sound simultaneously. This provides a higher level of safety by ensuring that everyone in the home is alerted to potential danger.










Are there any additional features to consider when choosing a smoke alarm?


Yes, some smoke alarms come with additional features such as built-in carbon monoxide detection, long-life batteries, or voice alerts. Consider your specific needs and preferences when selecting a smoke alarm for your home.










Can smoke alarms be interconnected with other fire safety systems?


Yes, smoke alarms can be interconnected with other fire safety systems, such as fire sprinklers or fire alarm panels. This integration provides a comprehensive fire protection system that can automatically trigger appropriate responses, such as activating sprinklers or notifying emergency services. Consult with a professional to determine the compatibility and requirements for interconnecting your smoke alarms with other systems.









What should I do if my smoke alarm doesn't sound during a fire emergency?


If your smoke alarm fails to sound during a fire emergency, evacuate the premises immediately and contact emergency services. It is crucial to have a backup plan in place, such as a fire escape route, and to regularly test and maintain your smoke alarms to ensure their reliability.




























Glasshouse Home Safety Smoke Alarm Reviews
 





























Cherie Goodwin
 Read More
 



Scott & his team are real experts in their field of Smoke Alarm testing & safety! They go above and beyond to ensure home safety and do so in a professional & knowledgeable way that we can highly recommend their company. 










Alex Merenkov
 Read More
 



I highly recommend Glasshouse Home Safety for their professionalism. During inspection it was noted that one of my smoke alarms was put in the wrong place when the house was built and GHHS provided all relevant documentation for my dispute with the builder so they agreed to fix it and my house is now compliant with fire safety regulations. 










Matthew Knox
 Read More
 



These guys are fricking amazing. So friendly, and efficient and accomodating. They got me through some very hard times with a beeping alarm that was driving me crazy. Honestly, I couldn't have got through it without them. The biggest thank you to Alisha, Scott, Chris and Vaughan. 










Georgie P
 Read More
 



I would definitely recommend Scott and his team at Glasshouse Home Safety. Professional, diligent, knowledgeable and timely. Excellent service and extremely competitive prices. All work was done skillfully and efficiently. The safety report was received on the day of inspection within hours. Thank you 










Chloe McAulay
 Read More
 



Great service, fast and easy installation and Alan was really polite while being focused on the job at hand 🙂
They were chosen by the realestate and I am confident that the right choice was made for the rentals fire safety. 










Fay Jeppensen
 Read More
 



Quotation was provided promptly and work completed very efficiently upon acceptance of quote. I highly recommend this company to you for installation of smoke alarms 










Mick
 Read More
 



Excellent service, friendly team, quick response and fantastic pricing. You cannot get better service and price from anyone else. Highly recommend the team from Glasshouse Home Safety. 










Wayne Pitt
 Read More
 



Fantastic first rate service last day of the year for them and attended to our problems at very short notice the customer service was fantastic showed genuine concern for our needs and the job was first cla 
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Proudly Trusted By
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Your Local Smoke Alarm Experts. 
 





Fill in the form and one of our specialists will contact you within 1 business day
 








Name*


First



Last



Email*


Enter Email



Confirm Email





Phone*

Service Type*Service Type
Upgrades
Servicing and Repairs



Your Message













Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




 









Δ











































Get a quote within minutes
 









 
1300 856 263
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QLD Electrical Licence: 79927
QBCC Licence – Alarms and Warning Systems: 15076063
8/ 24-26 Hancock Way
Baringa QLD 4551
Phone: 1300 856 263
Email: [email protected]
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Request a Callback
 





Fill in the form below and one of our team will call you back within 1 business day
 







Name*


Name



Phone*
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This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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